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ABSTRACT

Background Although the COVID-19 pandemic exposes frontline caregivers to severe prolonged stresses and trauma, there has been little clarity on how healthcare organisations can structure support to address these mental health needs. This article translates organisational scholarship on professionals working in organisations to elucidate why traditional approaches to supporting employee mental health, which often ask employees to seek assistance from centralised resources that separate mental health personnel from frontline units, may be insufficient under crisis conditions. We identify a critical but often overlooked aspect of employee mental health support: how frontline professionals respond to mental health services. In high-risk, high-pressure fields, frontline professionals may perceive mental health support as coming at the expense of urgent frontline work goals (ie, patient care) and as clashing with their central professional identities (ie, as expert, self-reliant ironmen/women).

Findings To address these pervasive goal and identity conflicts in professional organisations, we translate the results of a multiyear research study examining the US Army’s efforts to transform its mental health support during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. We highlight parallels between providing support to frontline military units and frontline healthcare units during COVID-19 and surface implications for structuring mental health supports during a crisis. We describe how an intentional organisational design used by the US Army that assigned specific mental health personnel to frontline units helped to mitigate professional goal and identity conflicts by creating personalised relationships and contextualising mental health offerings.

Conclusion Addressing frontline caregivers’ mental health needs is a vital part of health delivery organisations’ response to COVID-19, but without thoughtful organisational design, well-intentioned efforts may fall short. An approach that assigns individual mental health personnel to support specific frontline units may be particularly promising.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has unleashed extraordinary stresses on frontline caregivers, from personal exposure risk and fears of infecting loved ones to extreme and unfamiliar workloads while facing moral dilemmas and intense suffering in patient care. Healthcare organisations’ ability to support frontline caregivers’ mental health needs is widely considered essential as the pandemic draws ongoing waves of critically ill patients to their doors. However, the call to care for others often eclipses caregivers’ attention to their own well-being, and even under typical circumstances, they suffer from high rates of burnout, stress, trauma and suicide. These challenges are amplified by the pandemic; for instance, a survey of COVID-19 caregivers in China found that 72% reported distress; 50% reported depression; and 45% reported anxiety. Healthcare organisations report that traditional approaches to supporting employee mental health, such as employee assistance programmes, are falling short under the present crisis conditions. Yet, there has been little clarity on why this is the case and what alternatives may be better.

Translating findings from organisational scholarship on professionals working in organisations during rapid change, this paper informs the vital question of how to support professional caregivers’ mental health needs by elucidating professionals’ reactions to organisationally sponsored mental health services. Organisational scholarship has demonstrated how professionals experience goal and identity conflicts that undermine frontline professional cooperation with organisational support efforts. Frontline leaders and workers, especially in fields characterised by high stress and high risk, may perceive mental health supports as distracting from all-consuming frontline work goals (ie, patient care) and as going against their valued professional identities (ie, as expert, self-reliant ironmen/women). Because most traditional organisational mental health structures put the onus on employees to seek help and separate mental health personnel from frontline units, they neglect to create opportunities to develop the familiarity and contextualised awareness between mental health personnel and frontline units that can help to align seemingly conflicting goals and bridge identity differences. Without attention to these critical issues—and intentional efforts to design mental health offerings that address them—well-intended efforts to meet caregivers’ mental health needs during COVID-19 are likely to fall short.

This paper proceeds in three parts. First, we synthesise organisational research on professionals in organisations to articulate how goal and identity conflicts arise within organisations and elucidate why these conflicts can undermine well-intended organisational efforts to support professionals during a crisis. Second, we describe findings from a major multiyear ethnographic research study examining an effort to deliver mental health support in a professional arena with strong parallels to healthcare during COVID-19: the US Army during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
This in-depth translation of a research study in a parallel context illustrates the problems that professional goal and identity conflict can pose for providing crisis-related mental health support and surfaces an alternative approach that is rooted in theory and organisational issues. Third, we discuss the implications of the Army study for healthcare organisations and highlight the potential for skillful organisational design to help address goal and identity conflicts by assigning mental health personnel to support specific frontline units. These lessons from organisational scholarship and the US Army’s experience provide critical insight into how healthcare organisations can structure mental health support for frontline caregivers during COVID-19.

ORGANISATIONAL BARRIERS TO MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT: GOAL AND IDENTITY CONFLICT IN PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS

Scholarship on professionals in organisations elucidates two important barriers to the use and effectiveness of employee mental health support during crises: goal conflict and identity differences between frontline units and professional mental health personnel, described in detail as follows.

Goal conflict

Classic organisational scholarship finds goal conflict is endemic within organisations, as specialised units and different professional groups often have their own interests and prioritise their own goals which may conflict.1–7 Even when shared organisational goals exist, such as to support the mental health of an organisation’s workforce while ensuring quality service delivery, entrenchment in one’s own group’s perspective from their professional training and position in the organisational structure can make shared goals difficult to achieve. This can lead to regular conflict between frontline units and members of professional groups brought in to support them, leading to suboptimal outcomes.8–9

When implementing mental health support in frontline healthcare environments, perceptions of goal conflict are reasonable to expect. Both frontline unit leaders and staff may view mental health support as detracting from patient care goals; for example, research in surgery finds perceptions of a zero-sum conflict between being ‘ironmen’ who are fully dedicated to patient care 24/7 and complying with wellness-oriented interventions that limit work hours to promote sleep and prevent burnout.10 Such goal conflicts are likely further heightened in a crisis that accentuates time constraints, as COVID-19 has done. Taking time away from care delivery for mental health may be seen as creating further team burdens on the unit, a common saying within healthcare being ‘if you are not rounding, you are being rounded on’, implying the only acceptable excuse for not providing patient care is becoming a patient oneself. By contrast, in line with their own professional training, mental health personnel may prioritise the mental health needs of caregivers over frontline units’ near-term patient care goals.

Organisational research has identified a number of mechanisms through which goal conflict can be addressed. These include, for example, establishing formal rules and guidelines for interaction across groups; establishing cross-functional teams, task forces and departments11; implementing collaborative incentives12; and deploying colocational or matrix structures.13–14 These mechanisms rationally rely on the idea that better aligning goals through rules, incentives and authority structures will be sufficient to bridge goal conflicts; however, many conflicts in organisations have proven immune to such rational attempts at goal alignment.5–15 When there are deeply held differences in identities between groups—as there likely are between those on frontline units and mental health support personnel—such rational mechanisms can prove ineffective.

Identity conflict

Identity differences between professional groups and departmental units within organisations can exacerbate goal conflicts, making them heated and personal. Identity refers to how a group collectively defines ‘who they are’, including their distinctive values, beliefs and sense of what being a good-standing member entails, and they are often apparent in members’ common dress, language and demeanour.16 Identity differences are prevalent across professional groups, for whom ‘who they are’ (their professional identity) is intimately connected with ‘what they do’ as professionals.17 Professional group members are often especially committed to advancing goals congruent with their strongly held professional identities.18 For example, in many healthcare specialties, training and culture prize professional identities in which one is tough, desensitised and self-reliant in response to traumatic situations. These qualities are largely considered part of being a good professional caregiver, what has been described as the ‘historic “iron doc” culture’ of medicine.19 Such professional identities run counter to identities associated with mental health professionals as supporting vulnerability and seeking help. The prevalent labeling of frontline caregivers as ‘heroes’ as they serve amid COVID-19 may further buttress this identity, perhaps making it even harder to overcome the stigma of admitting a need for support and to relate positively with mental health personnel.

Because identity runs deep in individuals, goal conflicts arising across groups with different identities can be difficult to ameliorate through rational means alone. For example, research has documented how inviting physician and hospital administrator groups prioritising different goals (eg, providing quality patient care and managing a profitable hospital) to a strategic planning retreat without addressing identity differences can backfire and further fuel their conflict.20 Similarly, because there are likely identity differences between mental health personnel and frontline caregivers, particularly those in emergency and intensive care units known for their stoicism amid trauma, there is potential that mental health resources go underused and underappreciated because they are considered out of touch with the realities of frontline units’ unique professional identities.

In sum, organisational scholarship on professionals in organisations suggests goal conflict and identity differences between mental health and frontline caregiver professional groups may pose substantial barriers to the use and usefulness of mental health support during COVID-19.

ALIGNING MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT WITH FRONTLINE UNITS: THE US ARMY AND ANCHORED PERSONALISATION

With goal and identity conflict posing stark challenges to providing mental health services to frontline professionals, integrative solutions that equip organisations with practical strategies to address conflicting goals and identity differences are vital. To shed light on potentially useful strategies for structuring mental health support during COVID-19, we further describe findings from a major multiyear ethnographic research study conducted from 2012 to 2015 examining an effort to deliver mental health support in a professional arena with strong parallels to healthcare during COVID-19: the US Army during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.21–23
US Army case: anchored personalisation

During the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the US Army sought to transform its mental health services to better support soldiers’ needs, given increased rates of post-traumatic stress disorder and suicide. However, much like healthcare workers during COVID-19, soldiers in the US Army faced the dual challenge of prolonged periods of high personal risk and stress, combined with intense demands to be ‘field ready’ and ‘tough’. In-depth research examining 18 Army brigades and mental health clinics over time (through over 300 in-depth interviews and 600 hours of on-site observation) indicated that most traditional mental health support initially underwent, due to many of the professional goal and identity issues described earlier. Mental health support provoked resistance from soldiers’ supervisory commanders, who often discouraged soldiers from using mental health services, fought treatment recommendations (eg, to allow a soldier to sit out of a stressful training exercise) and emphasised long-standing prejudices about mental health personnel (eg, calling them ‘Berkeley hippies’). Meanwhile, mental health personnel, stereotyping commanders as ‘bullies’, remained removed from soldiers’ unique units and work environments, and made recommendations often considered inappropriate for valued mission-readiness goals or unnecessarily damaging to soldier career aspirations.

However, this research also uncovered an alternative approach that resolved the pervasive and long-standing goal and identity conflicts between mental health support and frontline unit supervisors and members. Rather than providing centralised resources that soldiers were expected to proactively seek out, a dedicated mental health clinician was assigned to work specifically with a few frontline units. This was the structure ultimately implemented across the US Army after experimenting with numerous other structures. This approach enabled what is called ‘anchored personalisation’. ‘Personalisation’ occurred as mental health personnel developed personalised relationships and familiarity with the frontline unit members and leaders they were assigned to support. This both helped mental health personnel to customise the support they offered to suit the unique needs of individuals in their specific units and to reduce the stigma supervisory commanders and soldiers attached to mental health services that ran counter to their self-reliant ‘warrior’ identities. In working with and learning about specific units, mental health personnel were able to design support that was sensitive to the specific mental health needs of soldiers in their units, as well as their career aspirations and unit goals (eg, discretely assigning a soldier to a less stressful role during a training exercise). Because these mental health personnel saw patients—soldiers in the same units, they also learned about unit-level issues that helped them tailor supports. Making mental health personnel accountable for learning about the unique needs of their assigned units spurred them to devise support that resonated with rather than conflicted with frontline professional identities. In so doing, feelings of stigma began to change; for example, using mental health services started being framed as ‘a sign of strength’ or ‘being man enough to get help’, which aligned with the professional identities of many in all-male combat units. At the same time, this approach ensured this personalisation was balanced by ‘anchoring’, in which the mental health personnel who were assigned to different units regularly came together, helping one another remain anchored in their professional goals of supporting mental health and resist the demands of frontline units’ leadership that sometimes ran counter to soldier well-being.

The concept of anchored personalisation for mental health support provision is rooted in organisational scholarship on personalisation. Research on personalisation, defined as regular, individuated one-on-one contact across groups, has been found to reduce intergroup stereotyping and lead to increased perspective-taking as members of different groups develop familiarity with and knowledge about one another as people rather than stereotypes in a variety of contexts. Such perspective-taking can enable people to break out of their entrenched worldviews to find integrative solutions that are win–win for both groups. However, personalisation can also become problematic if personalised contact with the other group leads to co-optation and indoctrination into the other group’s perspective, a phenomenon exhibited among bankers through ‘regulatory capture’ and affirmative action officers protecting their organisations over advocating for employees. It is for this reason that maintaining an anchoring contact with one’s home group is vital for mitigating risks of co-optation when personalisation transpires.

STRUCTURING MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT AMID COVID-19

Although there are certainly differences between professional soldiers who train to endure prolonged traumatic situations at war and frontline caregivers suddenly confronting unexpected traumatic situations brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, there are two central insights from the US Army’s experience structuring mental health support that are especially relevant for the challenge of providing mental health support for frontline caregivers. First, if personalisation is vital to breaking down barriers to mental health across professional differences, then relying on it to happen by chance is likely insufficient, particularly in high-risk, high-pressure fields like the military and healthcare. Because organisational structures shape the types of interactions members have with others inside their organisations, when properly designed, the right structures can offer opportunities for regular interaction, familiarity and personal relationships between members of the organisation outside one’s home group. In healthcare, organisational design is a critical lever for structuring and institutionalising effective care delivery. Intentional organisational design may be a key lever through which healthcare organisations can ensure mental health offerings achieve their intended impact.

The second central insight emerging from the US Army case is that the specific strategy of assigning mental health personnel to a few specific frontline units may be particularly advantageous. Because it enables anchored personalisation, this strategy may help mitigate goal conflict and identity challenges related to mental health support usage in healthcare, such as limited time and a culture of ‘toughing it out’, that make mental health resources so difficult for caregivers to seek out and use in practice. If unit staff, and particularly unit leaders, become more familiar with a dedicated mental health support person through personalised interactions, together they can break down stigma and stereotypes, take one another’s perspectives and become partners in jointly devising contextualised ways of supporting unit staff well-being that are customised and minimally disruptive to patient care. Doing so may also help personnel frame mental health services in ways that resonate with specific units to encourage use, such as by relabelling mental health as ‘psychosocial support’ or ‘resiliency coaching’, or by tapping into the self-sacrificing identity of many caregivers through emphasising how use of mental health support may enable sustained high quality care for patients.

Customisation of mental health support is particularly critical because the specific stresses brought on by COVID-19 vary across...
CONCLUSION

Addressing caregivers’ mental health needs is a vital part of health delivery organisations’ response to the COVID-19 crisis, but without thoughtful organisational design, even well-intentioned efforts may fail. Organisational research elucidates how goal and identity conflict can undermine such efforts in professional organisations and has explored possible solutions that can be built into the design of mental health support. Based on findings from a in-depth study of the US Army’s evolution of its mental healthcare support for frontline units, a design that assigns individual mental health personnel to support specific frontline units may be particularly promising during COVID-19. Because it enables anchored personalisation, this design can help professional caregivers and mental health personnel bridge their differences and devise innovative solutions that increase the use and usefulness of mental health support. Implementation of versions of anchored personalisation in response to COVID-19 is already occurring, with examples in systems such as University of California’s Zuckerberg San Francisco General Hospital and Yale New Haven Hospital. These and related efforts to thoughtfully apply organisational structures to better support caregiver mental health will remain vital as the crisis ends fades, but the pressure on frontline caregivers endures and resurfaces as the pandemic continues. Perhaps such efforts will also help revitalise how mental health, stress, trauma exposure and burnout are addressed in healthcare delivery, even after this crisis, to better support the frontline caregivers who serve patients day after day.
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